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October 20-23, 1980

PLEASE number paragraphs in accordance with subjects listed below; if one or more items

is not applicable, so state.

1. Purpose/Objectives of Trip

2. Persons Contacted/interviewed

3. Subjects Discussed

1. Purpose:

k. Facts Gathered

5. Other Observations Made

6. Accomplishments or Results of the Trip

To inspect and report on conditions of Cadastral Survey Monuments located

at Utah Test sites No. 1A and No. 2.

2. Persons Contacted:

Mr. Glenn Hatch, Utah State Office, Cadastral Survey.

Mr. Ross Workman, Utah State Office, Cadastral Survey.

3. Subjects Discussed:

A. Method of Inspecting monuments.

B. Condition of monuments.

4/5. Facts Gathered/Observations:

Cadastral survey monuments located in Test Sites No. 1A and No. 2 near

Salt Lake City, Utah, are inspected and photographed annually to determine

corrosion rates. Reference WAR No. D-61.

One monument of each type being tested was removed from Test Sites No. 1A

and No 2, during the period of October 20-23, 1980, and inspected. Monument

corrosion'finds along with photographs are as follows.
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Test Site No. 1A

Near Salt Lake City, Utah

Soil pH - 8.0

Inspection Date - October 20-23, 1980
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Galvanized Wrought Iron
Monument Test Set - No. 2

Set in 1962
Inspection Date - October 1980

Top of monument (above ground level) is rusty, but looks good.

Below ground level the monument has severe corrosion and rust buildup.

The flange has corroded away and there is much metal loss on the pipe
body. Corrosion appears as etched parallel lines.
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B. Galvanized Yoloy
Monument Test Set - No. 2

Set in 1962

Inspection Date - October 1980

Top of monument (above ground level) looks good.

Below ground level the monument has severe corrosion with many continuous
deep pits and much rust buildup. The lower two inches of the monument
has corroded away.

This monument is in very poor condition.
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C. Black Yoloy
Monument Test Set No. 2

Set in 1962
Inspection Date - October 1980

Top of monument (above ground level) is slightly rusty, but looks good.

Below ground level the monument has severe continuous pitting and much
rust buildup. The lower portion of the monument is in very poor condition
with thin metal and several large holes. The lower three inches of the
pipe have corroded away.

Corrosion on this monument was worse than any other monument inspected.





Galvanized Carbon
Monument Test Set
Set in 1962

Inspection Date -

io. 2

October 1980
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Top of monument (above ground level) looks very good.

Below ground level the monument has severe pitting and much rust buildup.

The lower part of the pipe is thin and most of the flange has corroded away.

This monument is in poor condition.





Black Carbon
Monument Test Set - No. 2

Set in 1962
Inspection Date - October 1980

Top of monument (above ground level) is rusty but looks good.

Below ground level the monument has large continuous pitting and severe
rust buildup. Holes have appeared in the lower portion of the pipe and

the remaining metal is very thin. The flange and lower one to two inches

of the pipe have corroded away.

Only one other monument (Black Yoloy) had more extensive corrosion than
this monument.





F. Plastic
Monument Test Set - No. 2

Set in 1967
Inspection Date - October 1980

This monument appears to be fiber glass and is in excellent condition both

above ground and below ground level. The only evidence of corrosion is

a small area on the foot pad.





G. Aluminum Pipe
Monument Test Set - No. 2

Set in 1973

Inspection Date - October 1980

Top of monument (above ground level) is dark in color but is in very
good condition.

Below ground level the monument has a few large deep pits with some dark

spots. The pits are only in isolated areas and are not continuous.
There is some pitting in the flange also.

This monument is in very good condition.





H. Aluminum Pipe
Monument Test Set - No. 2

Set in 1977
Inspection Date - October 1980

Top of monument (above ground level) is in excellent condition.

Below ground level the monument has a few small very deep pits in

various parts of the pipe.

This monument is in very good condition.





I. Aluminum Rod
Monument Test Set - No. 2

Set in 1977

Inspection Date - October 1980
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Top of monument (above ground level) is in excellent condition.

Below ground level there are many dark spots and one small area has deep
continuous pits. There is also some corrosion near the point.

This monument is in very good condition.





J. Aluminum Rod (Type 6061 Al) - 3/4"

Monument Test Set - No. 2

Set in 1978

Inspection Date - October 1980

Top of monument (above ground level) is in excellent condition.

Below ground level there are a few dark spots and slight corrosion near
the point.

This monument is in excellent condition.





Stainless Steel (Type 316)
Monument Test Set - No. 2

Set in 1978

Inspection Date - October 1980

This monument is in excellent condition. The metal is bright and looks

as it did when it was installed. There is no corrosion, discoloration,
or pitting present.

This monument is in better condition than any other monument being tested.





Test Site No. 2

Near Salt Lake City, Utah

Soil pH - 7.5

Inspection Date - October 20-23, 1980





A. Galvanized Wrought Iron (1961 contract)
Monument Test Set - No. 5

Set in 1962
Inspection Date - October 1980

Top of monument (above ground level) looks good.

Below ground level the monument galvanizing has corroded away. The
corrosion appears as parallel grooves that are etched to varying depths,

This monument is still in good condition.





B. Black Carbon
Monument Test Set - No. 5

Set in 1962

Inspection Date - October 1980
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Top of monument (above ground level) has some rust spots but looks good.

Below ground level the monument has a black appearance. Corrosion is active
and metal appears to be flaking off. The rust appears to be taking on a

crystallization form.

This monument is still in fairly good condition.





Galvanized Carbon
Monument Test Set - No. 5

Set in 1962
Inspection Date - October 1980

Top of monument (above ground level) is rusty but very solid.

Below ground level the monument galvanizing has corroded away and thin
layers of metal appear to be flaking off in form of rust. There are many
parallel grooves etched into the pipe.

This monument is still in fairly good condition.
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D. Black Yoloy
Monument Test Set - No. 5

Set in 1962
Inspection Date - October 1980

Top of monument (above ground level) is rusty but solid.

Below ground level the monument has many large pitted areas. Metal has
been corroded away and much rust is present. The flange is thin and
breaking away. Minor parallel grooving is present.

This monument is in fair to poor condition.





E. Galvanized Yoloy
Monument Test Set - No. 5

Set in 1962

Inspection Date - October 1980
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Top of monument (above ground level) is rusty but looks good.

Below ground level the monument is very rusty with small pitting,
flange is in fairly good condition.

The

This monument is still in good condition.





F. Galvanized Wrought Iron
Monument Test Set - No. 5

Set in 1962

Inspection Date - October 1980

Top of monument (above ground level) is rusty but looks good.

Below ground level the monument has some pits and rusty areas. Corrosion
is worse near the bottom with more pits having deeper depths. Metal is

corroding away near the lower portion with parallel grooved type etching
being present.

This monument is in fairly good condition except for the lower section
of the pipe.
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G. Stainless Steel
Monument Test Set - No. 5

Set in 1978

Inspection Date - October 1980

Top of monument (above ground level) is excellent.

Below ground level the monument is bright an in excellent condition. There
are two small brown spots measuring approximately 1/4 inch in diameter
on the lower portion of the rod.

At the ground line there appears to be slight corrosion. There is a small
groove around the entire rod that measures only a few thousandths of an inch
deep.

This monument is in excellent condition and looks better than any other
monument that was inspected from this test site.





Aluminum Rod (Type 6061)
Monument Test Set - No. 5

Set in 1978

Inspection Date - October 1980

Top of monument (above ground level) has some small pits but is in very
good condition.

Below ground level the monument is dark in color but looks solid and in

very good condition.

At the ground line corrosion is present with continuous pitting where metal

has been removed around the entire rod. The worse pits are approximately
1/32" to 1/64" deep.

This rod is in very good condition.
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United States Department of the Interior

IN REPLY
REFER TO:

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
DENVER SERVICE CENTER

DENVER FEDERAL CENTER, BUILDING 50

P.O. BOX 250<7

DENVER, COLORADO 60225-0W7

4500 (D-433)

May 6, 1986

Information Bulletin No. DSC-86-121

To: All State Directors
Attention: All SO Cadastral Survey Branch Chiefs

From: Service Center Director

Subject: Stainless Steel Survey Monument Evaluation

The Branch of Survey and Mapping Development has been asked to analyze an

Allied manufactured stainless steel monument and compare the findings to BLM

specifications. A report has been prepared to show these findings (see

Attachment 1 - Stainless Steel Survey Monument Evaluation).

For your information we have attached a copy of the Chemical Analysis

Report No 86156.

2 Attachments
1 - Stainless Steel Survey Monument Evaluation (1 p)
2 - Chemical Analysis Report No. 86156 (2 pp)

Distribution
WO (720), Premier, Room 201
D-430 - 1

SD-433 - 1

D-553A - 1

- 1

RECEIVED

MAY 08 1986





Stainless Steel Survey
Monument Evaluation

I. Problem

The Utah State Office has forwarded an Allied manufactured (Surv-Kap)
stainless steel pipe monument to Denver for evaluation. Utah requested
that the Branch of Cadastral Survey Development, (D-416) determine if the
stainless steel pipe monument conforms to BLM specifications.

II. Findings

A. Chemical Analysis

The stainless steel monument was forwarded to Metals Laboratories,
Inc., Denver, Colorado for chemical analysis.

The pipe body complies with BLM Specification No. 9691.47 for Type
304 Stainless Steel.

The cap material does not comply with BLM's specification ASTM (B-30)
Alloy 5A. See enclosed Lab. Report No. 86156, -dated April 21, 1986.

B. Physical Dimensions

1. Stainless steel pipe body

Measurements were within specifications.

2. Cap

Most dimensions were within specification limits, however, the
cap top thickness measured only 0.250" while the specification
called for a thickness of 0.375".

Illr The Allied manufactured monument is a very good monument and their pipe
body conforms to BLM specifications. The Allied cap top thickness is
less than BLM requires and their material, although a very good material,
does not comply with BLM standards.





METALS LABORATORY, INC.
1717 E. 39th Ave.
DENVER, COLORADO

80205

DATE
4- 21 - 86 LAB NO. 86156

CUSTOMER* Bureau of Land Management

SAMPLE* Survey Monument, Allied Mfg. - 304 SS and Brass

SUBMITTED BY: Richard B. Case

WORK REQUESTED: Chemical Analysis

Order No. - YA-558-BP6-0096
Req./Ref. No. - YA-4 10-86- 141

These analyses indicate the pipe is AISI 304 stainless steel and
the cap is a leaded low red brass, however, it it quite low in the
major alloying elements except tin, and does not conform to the
specifications for ASTM B-30(5A).

PIPE

c 0. 05%
Mn - 1. 69
S - 0. 00
Ni - 8. 5

Cr - 18.2
Mo ~™ 0. 10

ASTM
CAP B-30 (5A)

Sn 5 .0% 2.5-3.5%
Pb 1 .58 6.3-7.7
Zn 2 .4 7.0-10.0
Ni .51 0.80 Max.
Fe .01 0.35 Max.
S .05 0.08 Max.
Cu (bal.) 90 79.0-82.0

Duplicate tests were made in direct comparison to NBS
standard materials.





Lab No. 86156
4/21/86
Page 2

CORROSION RESISTANCE ;

The pipe is within the specifications and should exhibit the
normal corrosion resistance of 304 stainless steel.

A comparison of the corrosion rates for the cap alloy and
B30(5A) is not available. While all leaded low red brass
compositions have excellent resistance to corrosion, the higher
lead content of B-30(5A) could provide better long-term resistance
to nitrogen oxides in rain water. Only a prolonged test would
prove this, unless such information is available to the authors
of Specification No. 9691.47.

L. G. Piatt
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United States Department of the Interior

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
DENVER SERVICE CENTER

DENVER FEDERAL CENTER. BUILDING 50

IN REPLY P0
-
B0X 25047

REfFR TO: DENVER. COLORADO 80225-0047

9600 (D-433)

July 25, 1986

Information Bulletin No. DSC-86-155

To: All State Directors
Attention: All SO Cadastral Survey Branch Chiefs

From: Service Center Director

Subject: Allied Manufactured Brass Monument -Cap

The Allied Manufacturing Company, Tucson, Arizona, has recently redesigned
their orass monument cap. Two sample caps were forwarded to the Service
Center for analysis.

The new caps have been analyzed and compared to BLM Specifications 9691.47See Laboratory Report No. 86192 (Attachment 1).

Physical dimensions of the cap now meet BLM specifications, and the new brassalloy material meets the ASTM (B-30) Alloy 5A requirement.

Allied 's newly designed brass monument survey cap is being certified as
meeting BLM specifications.

1 Attachment
1 - Lab. Report 86192 (1 p)

Distribution
WO (720), Premier, Rib. 201-1
D-553A - 1
D-430 - 1
'D-433 -1 RECEIVED

JUL 3 1986





Mhl'ALS LABORATORY, INC.
1717 E. 39th Ave.

/' DENVER, COLORADO
80205

DATE 5-29-86 LAB NO. 86192

CUSTOMER: Bureau of Land Management
.-

SAMPLE: Survey Monument Cap - Allied Mfg.

SUBMITTED BY: Richard B. Case

WORK REQUESTED: Chemical Analysis and Estimation of Corrosion Resistance

Order No. - YA-558-BP6-0096
Req./Ref. No. - YA-410-86-141

CAP B30 (5A)

Sn 3 . 64% 2.3 - 3.5%

Pb 5.7 6.0 - 8.0

Zn 3.1 7.0 - 10

Ni 0.69 1 .0 Max.

Fe 0.02 0.4 Max.

S 0.06 0.08 Max.

Cu (Bal.) 86.8 78 - 82

Duplicate tests were made in direct comparison to NBS standard
material

.

CORROSION RESISTANCE :

While the analysis of this cap is not entirely within the specified
limits for ASTM B30 (5A) Leaded Semi-Red Brass, the corrosion resistance
should be equivalent to that of the specified alloy.

-j&g^Z*I—
L. G. Piatt
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Sample of an Independent
Research Study
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by
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MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Office of Scientific Systems Development

U.S. Department of Interior

Bureau of Land Management

Denver Federal Center
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Permanent Monumentation Study

I. Introduction:

The Division of Scientific Systems Development (SSD) was assigned

Work Assignment Record (WAR) D-180 entitled "Permanent Monumentation

Study - Cadastral Survey" for completion during Fiscal Year 1978.

Since survey monuments are the only field evidence of the surveyor's

work, BLM has long been concerned about the durability of these

monuments. In recent years many new metal alloys and plastics

have been developed with very good corrosive resistant properties.

This study was initiated to investigate some new materials" and

compare them to materials currently being used for monumentation.

One phase of this study was to consider how varying soil types

affected each material studied. Other factors considered were

the effects of high temperature (such as a forest fire), the corrosion

resistant properties, and means of locating each type monument.

This report provides both technical information and durability data

for currently used materials, new materials, and discontinued

materials.

It should be pointed out that this study did not attempt to run

accelerated testing to simulate 50 or 100 years of lapsed time.
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Such testing would have been lengthy and very expensive. The

results and recommendations made are based upon conventional tests

conducted during an approximate six month period.
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II. Study Findings:

A. Background:

In reviewing survey monumentation, the Bureau of Land Manage-

ment's "Manual of Surveying Instructions" dated 1947, was

first studied. The following statement was given on Page

No. 247 concerning corner material:

"The Bureau of Land Management has adapted a standard iron

post for monumenting the public-land surveys, which will be

generally used unless exceptional circumstances-warrant-the

—

use of. other material.-: This practice -is deemed so. important-^--

that no substitutions are permitted excepting as provided in

Section 239, and if authorized, a statement will be given in

the field notes, in explanation as to why the standard iron

post was not employed.

The post is made from wrought iron pipe, zinc coated 2

inches inside diameter, which is cut into lengths of 30

inches; one end of the pipe is split for about 4 or 5 inches,

and the two halves are spread to form flanges or foot plates;

a brass cap is securely fastened to the top. The pipe is filled

with concrete."
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The zinc coated iron post had apparently acquired a pretty good

reputation by 1947 so the next reference reviewed was BLM's "Manual

of Surveying Instruction" dated 1973. The following statement was

given on page 106 in regards to monuraentation materials:

CORNER MATERIAL

"4-7. The Bureau of Land Management has adopted a regula-

tion post for monumenting the public surveys, which is used

generally unless exceptional cricumstances warrant the use

of other material. . Substitutions are permitted only when-.-

authorized in the special, instructions;. In such cases a

statement should be given in the field notes explaining why

regulation posts were not employed.

The regulation post is made from alloyed iron pipe, zinc-

coated, 2 1/2 inches outside diameter, which is cut into

lengths of 30 inches. One end of the pipe is split for

several inches, and the two halves are spread to form

flanges. A brass cap is securely fastened to the top."

The zinc coated (galvanized) iron pipe was the standard monument

used in 1973 and continues to be used today. With such a long

standing excellent reputation, several BLM surveying representatives





wers contactsd and asked their opinion of the galvanized iron pipe

monument. Seme of the people contacted are as follows:

L. Bauman - Eastern States Office

P. Dennis - Utah State Office

Joe Sauron - Idaho State Office

John Jelley - Alaska State Office

Marl in Livermore - Denver Service Center

Norm McDonald - Denver Service Center

Howard Petersen - Denver Service Center

Irving .Zirpel — Alaska -State - Offi ce - -

i

Each individual contacted felt that the galvanized iron monument was an

excellent survey marker and that it should remain in the BLM inventory.

For these reasons, SSD decided to exclude this material from testing

since it should obviously remain in the BLM monumentation inventory.

Previous testing has been conducted on this material, however, from

the Utah State Office. Weight and measurement data may be obtained

from Mr. P. Dennis, Utah State Office, upon request.

Although the standard monument has an excellent reputation for durability,

some unique problems have developed from using the galvanized iron

monument in certain parts of the country, specifically - Alaska.
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'Problem: Alaskan Areas

After standard pipe monuments have been installed and backfilling

is complete, a puddle of water sometime forms around the monument.

In some cases the monument is found at a later date lying flat on

the surface of the ground. In other cases the monument has disappeared

from view, sinking below the surface of the ground.

When monuments are set, a hole has to be dug and the backfill dirt

is often very dark. With vegetation removed and a dark area around

the monument, it is believed that solar radiated heat may be thermally

conducted to the permafrost area. - Such-a -condition would explain *~

the water that sometimes forms around the monuments.

Solution:

Surveying crews in Alaska have found that driving 5/8 inch diameter

rods into the ground give much better results than using standard pipe

monuments. Vegetation does not have to be removed when the rods are

used and water puddling is significantly reduced. After a rod has

been driven until it meets significant resistance, the rod is cut off

at the proper height. An identification cap is then securely fastened

to the rod. In some cases these rods have to be driven to a depth of

approximately 35 feet to find satisfactory footing. With such lengths

involved, the rods have to be cut into short sections (approximately





3 feet) and attached by screws as each section is driven down. The

rod currently being used for this operation is an aluminum rod developed

by Berntsen Cast Products, Madison, Wisconsin. The rod, cap, and screw

materials have been analyzed by Colorado Assay Laboratory, Denver,

Colorado. See results on pages 36 - 45.

B. Establishing monument materials to be studied:

Selected For Testing 1. Zinc coated alloyed iron material currently

No- being used.- -(Standard Monument)

This material-was not selected for testing --

since much testing has been performed on it

already and galvanizing materials are not

recommended for use where sections have to

be threaded for attaching.

Selected For Testing

No

Plastic Materials were considered.

Materials such as Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)

and LEXAN 940 resin as manufactured by

General Electric were reviewed. These

materials have excellent corrosion resistant

properties, but they have low melting

points. Such materials would be consumed





in high temperature forest fires. For this

reason plastic materials were not selected

for testing.

Selected For Testing

Yes

3. Aluminum 6063T6 currently being used in

- Alaska.

Since this is a relatively new survey monu-

ment and represents millions of dollars of

survey work, this material was the first

choice to be studied.- Two manufacturers

—

have supplied these monuments -to BIM; -

(Bemtsen Cast Products and Alaska Copy

Center). Both products were analyzed during

this study.

Yes 4. Copper coated steel rod - This monument

material has been discontinued by BLM.

This material was selected for testing

for two reasons:

a. Most surveyors contacted, liked this

monument.





Selected For Testing b. The U.S. Geological Survey, (U.S.G.S.)

continues to use this material.

Yes 5. Stainless Steel Type 316- a - nea.aaterial

to BLM, believed to be excellent for monu-

mentation. This material is highly resistant

. to corrosion and is believed to be wi thin a

practical price range. LT. R. P. Floyd,

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

NOAA, National Geodetic Survey, makes the

following statement concerning Stainless _.

Steel Type 316:~-

This alloy has the optimum combination

of iron, nickel* and chromium to combat

corrosion in- both weight loss and pit

depth, and yet remain within economical

reach.

The nominal chemical composition of S.S. Type

316 in per cent, is as follows:

Carbon - .08 max., manganese - 2.0 max,

silicon - 1.0 max., chromium -

.10





16.0 - 18.0, nickel - 10.0 - 14.0,

molybdenum - 2.0 - 3.0.

C. Professional Surveyors and Metallurgists Opinions Concerning Various

Materials

While investigating monument materials, SSD contacted several pro-

fessionals. Some of the people contacted along with their comments

are listed for review:

1. Mr. Frank White; Chief, Field Surveys; U.S. Geological Survey;

Denver, Colorado.

The Geological Survey uses copper coated steel rods (copper-

weld) and concrete posts. They prefer the concrete post.

The copperweld rods are getting very expensive. The rod is

costing in excess of $1.00 per foot and each coupling is

approximately $2.75.

2. It. Richard P. Floyd; N0AA, National Geodetic Survey; Rockville,

Maryland.

N0AA, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Acknini strati on, has

gone to a Stainless Steel Type 316 3encn Mark for all

vertical control. Concrete posts are still used for

n





corner markers. Lt. Floyd considers the Stainless Steel

Type 316 (S.S. - 316) to be much superior to either aluminum

or copper weld monuments in regards to corrosion resistant

properties.

3. Mr. Ed Escalante; Bureau of Standards; Washington, D.C.

Mr. Escalante stated that Stainless Steel Type 316 (S.S. -

316) is superior to aluminum alloys in resisting corrosion.

S.S. - 316 can accept a wider -p tt range (hydrogen ion activity)

and would have a longer life in salts, zslhe only draw- back-to —

using S.S. - 316 over aluminum alloys would be cost and weight*

Mr. Escalante further stated that S.S. 316 was slightly

magnetic when cold drawn for rods as would be used for

monumentation.

4. Dr. R. Dodd; Metallurgical Engineering; University of

Wisconsin.

Dr. Dodd thinks the aluminum monument is a good unit;

however, he feels the S.S. 316 would make a superior

monument.

12





D. Test Results:

All test data taken to support the findings of this report have

been recorded on the following pages for review. Particular atten-

tion has been given to areas where dissimilar metals are joined.

13
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INFORMAL BLM OFFICE

- TESTING -
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In order to have an elementary working knowledge of some of the materials

being used as survey monuments, SSD has conducted a very informal salt

test. Monument materials currently being used, a monument that has been

discontinued, and a new material were partially submerged in a salt solution

and monitored for several months. Periodic inspections were made using

only a magnifying glass for inspection. The results are as follows:

Materials Tested:

Stainless Steel Type:316 (New Material) ... .

Copper Coated Steel Rod (Discontinued)

-

Aluminum Rod with Attachment Screw (Currently being used)

Salt Test:

Test started 4-11-78

1st Inspection: 5-3-78

1. Stainless Steel Type 316 Plate

Part below water surface - Looked excellent, just like the day

the test started.

15
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Part above the water line was coated with salt which was removed

for inspection. Seme brown discoloration was present, but

there was no evidence of pitting or erosion.

2. Copper Coated Steel Rod

Water solution was brown-slightly discolored.

Part below water line - Cooper looked very bright as if it

had been cleaned. -There was no evidence of erosion or pitting.

The steel center has a dull appearance, but did not show

evidence of pitting or erosion.

Part at the water line had a coating of salt built up.

Part above water line - appeared to be green in color and

had a salt residue. There was no evidence of pitting or

erosion.

Note: A copper colored residue was on top of the water and

a brown sediment was on the bottom of the container.

3. Aluminum rod with attachment screw.

16





Below the water line much pitting was evident. The

depth of pitting was unknown. Host pitting appeared

to be near the screw, but no pitting was apparent at

the screw interface. The screw looked good.

Above the water line - No apparent pitting or eroison.

Some salt residue was present.

2nd Inspection: 7-11-78

1. 'Stainless..-St28.1-Jype--316-JrUta^r-r.

Part below water surface - Looked very good and

bright. There was one small discolored spot near the

shear plane of plate.

Part above water line - Coated with salt which had to

be removed for inspection. Some brown discoloration

was centered around the water line.. One small
•
pit was near

the shear plane of plate. Several disco! orations were

on the shear plane of the plate.

Note: There was a very slight discoloration of the

water solution near the bottom of jar.

17





2. Copper Coated Steel Rod

The water solution was brownish - slightly discolored.

A dark deposit had covered the bottom of the jar. A

bright copper colored scum was on top of the water.

Part below water line - The copper had token

on a darker appearance. The steel had a gray

appearance and showed evidence of eroison.

Machine markings were no longer present and the

steel had -a soft look.

The part at the water line had a coating of salt

built up.

The part above water line appeared to be green in

color and also had a salt residue. There was no

evidence of pitting or erosion.

3. Aluminum Rod with Attachment Screw

The water solution had a light colored sediment

in bottom of container. Several pieces of light

colored particles rested on bottom of container.

Particles were very bright and had appearance of

metal.

18





Below the water line, there was pitting. The

pitting was most concentrated near screw and near

water line. The depth of pitting was unknown.

The weight loss was unknown.

Above the water line - A few pits were present.

A salt residue was also present.

19
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C. Test Sample Photographs

In the first photograph, the aluminum sample is located in the large

bottle on the left side. The copper coated steel sample is in the

center-±ottle, and the stainless 3tee.l--samp.le .is in the .snaUL bottle

on the right side.
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Note the pitting on the aluminum sample
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The steel tip portion of the copper coated

steel rod had started to corrode. away,.

~
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The stainless steel sample looked very good. The
'

solid, particles on- the --top and middled- the samp^ne— •

were salt build-up. This was easily removed and Hie

metal looked very good beneath the salt deposit.
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Purchase -Documenfc-r^-

YA 530-PH8-655

For Professional Laboratory Analysis
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jo E. philips. vi«.p»»i, . si.«. wen. M. t. *MIU.I«5. 8EC»*Ti

THE COLORADO ASSAYING COMPANY
(Incorporated)

2244 BROADWAY
ou* MOTT°,

^7Ra*i&«w£«a. DENVER, COLO. 80201 August 18, 1578
no mora; no less."

Bureau of land Management, D-140
Att. Mr. Dick Case
7S0 Sisas
lakswoodj, Colorado 80215

Contract So. CE? Order Ho. ZS.530-PE3-655

Part 1 - a Page 1

AF??.0nHA23 FS8CEKTAG2Sflf33.^JTS Kiffi5K

Survey Cap A
*"

Bod A Screw A— all-Berntsen

Aluminum Major <92-)--. Major (980 — -

Bores - - .0025 .
- -

RoTyll-iTm .01-.022 .0005 - -

Columbium • - » - .cos?:

Cobalt - — - * .2

Chrcsd.ua .05 .02-.03 15.-20,

Copper .1 .03 .3

Gallium .002 .002 — —

Germanium « — • - .001-

Iron .2 .25 Major (70)

Lead .01 .003 .02

Magnesium 5.-10. 1. * .

Manganese •i .01 2.

Molybdenum .002 .001 .5

Kicks! .03 .05 8.-10.

Silicon o .5 .5

Titanium .1 .03-.05 .01-,02

Vanadium .005 .01 .03

Zinc .02-.03 trace trace

chemtcal iiaissss

"Manganese 1.472
Iron 70.95
Silicon .20* 0.57
Nickel 3.54
Molybdenum .51

Cnrcmium 17-15

Copper .28

Magnesium 7.04 M
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L- ' •:; : ry.nj.u~S. Vicr p»t». - c; M E. ^M!Li.I^S. £»C»<TTAO»

THE COLORADO ASSAYING COMPANY
(Inaajpeattd)

ASSAYKKS A?ST> CgEMTSTS

2244 BROADWAY
OUR MOTTO.—

-*?&*«&«&««, DENVER, COLO. 80201 August IS, I978
no mare, no ffrt,

m

Bureau of Land Eanagsaent - D-140 Contract Ho. GKP Order No. ia.530-FH3-655

Part l.-b (page 2)

SaSCTfttXPArTTn AHALI5S5

BLBSHTS HS55HT APFSOZDiiOS FgaCSSTAGBS

Boron
Beryllium
Colunbiua
Cobalt

Chronixsa
Copper
Gallium
Geraani.ua
Iron

Lead
Hagnesd.ua
Hanganese
KoJybdenas
Hlckel

Silicon
Titanium
Vanadium
Zinc

Manganese
Iron
Silicon
Uickel
Holybdenxsa

ChrosiuB
Coocer

Survey Cap B Sod B Screw B - 5

Major (93.)

.Cl-."02£ -
Major (98)

.001-2

.0005

- -

-- ~.i
"

.005—01 -

.01

.002

.15—2

.007-.01

.03

.003

.25—3

15.-20.
.05-j.

trace -

Major (70.)

.0O2-.005
5.-20.
.1

trace
.CO.

.002-. 005
1.
.02-.03

trace
.05

-03

2-
.1

10.

.3

.1

.005

.01

.5

.03- .05

.01

.005—01

-5
.02
.06

trace

SKSKICAL W&XXSS3

.15*

1.32
69-46

.66
10.23

.08

17-77
-05

o.«s3>
40





-'«'.•'.: C PHIiJ-lPi. Vi;;.or,£l . . Cl*. (-'ex. PH!i.i:rc. >'-:ri l».

UJ» MOTTOt-
~ >y/iaf f&=rs is fc, S,

no more, S0 Ira*.

THE COLORADO ASSAYING COMPANY
(IscsrporattsJ)

ASSAYERS AND CKSMTSTS

2244 BROADWAY

DENVER, COLO. 80201 August IS, 1978

Bureau of Land llasageaexzb , D-1AQ Contract So. CK? Order Ho. Z±53C-FdS-655

Part 2. (page 3)

A Statement to answer the folio-wing question:

Condition A — Assuae that Bod A sections are attached with screw A

Condition B — Assume that Hod B sections are attached -with screw B

Will corrosion occur sore rapidly with Condition A or Condition 3 ?

Bods A and B are similar in chemical composition, however, Bod A

is claimed to have received a heat treatment, designated T-o8 to make

it more resistant to stress corrosion or stress corrosion cracidng.

Screw A and Screw B are both 1S-S type austenic stainless steels.

Screw A contains a higher percentage of Holybdaaaa which should increase

the "Passivity* of this stainless steel under a wide variety of soil

conditions affording less tendency towards galvanic corrosion of the

alusd nam rod.
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'inii COLORADO ASSAYING COMPANY .

(IccorTcratad)

2244 BROADWAY
OUR wCTTOt —

'What there i*m a, DENVER, COLO. 80201 August IS, 197S
no mors, no less."

Bureau of land Management, 13-12*0 Contract Ho. Qa? Order No. XL530-fES-o55

Part 3 (first part) (page 4)

Give galvanic action comparison in regards to the following three ccnhinationss

A. Copper coated steel rod

3. Aluminas, rod - stainless screw combination from Step 2, Contrition A
(Berntsen)

C. Stainless Steel type 316 rod - bronse Cap combination

A. _ The Copper- -coating is fairly resistant to corrosion. .. If the copper—

i

coating is. broken through- and the steel rod exposed in soils of acidic

or salt conditions, the corrosion rate •will, be extreme. The two metals

are 6 groups apart (out of 17 groups) in the Galvanic series for sea -water.

The SI? voltages are plus .522 volts for copper to cuprous, plus .345

volts for copper to cupric and minus .44 volts for iron to ferrou3,

for a difference of .78 to .96 volts to pressure corrosion action.

In a basic environaent iron is nearly passive and the copper salts

formed will deposit on the iron usually as a basic copper carbonate

coating which insulates the iron from, further corrosion, or retards

its corrosion.

B. The 1S-8 series of stainless steels are noted for passivity,

that is, they do not corrode readily and generally do not cause

other metals to corrode. This passivity is most lilsely due to a

trace of acids coating. The presence of osygen in soils and in sea

voter assure passivity.

Unusual conditions that strip sway the o:d.de coating 'Hill leave these

stainless steels "active3 and moderately "Cathodic" to -"'•"--"-—> and





."f'S C PHtSJLJPS. Vici-Pntl - Grx. VS». M. C PHILLIPS. Bie»»-'»«>''

THE COLORADO ASSAYING COIVIPANY
(Incorporated)

ASSAYEHS ANT> CTTE>fTSTS^

2244 BROADWAY
"JR MOTTO.

-

-wr-atfAanewwa. DENVER, COLO. S0201 August IS, 197s

""'
i

Bureau of land 1-Ianagenent, D-1AQ Contract Ho. Q2 Order No. IA53O-PS8-655

Part 3. (first part) (page 5)

3. the aluminum rod "Kill be subject to galvanic corrosion.

Ho oxygen, all azygen consumed, organic compounds and reducing acids

present, are conditions that nay cause stainless steels' to become active.

C. The stainless steel type 316 is rated best or near best for corrosion

resistance under most natural conditions, including sea "water and should

HOT cause galvanic corrosion of the"bronae cap^

REFSEE3S5

Corrosion Resistance of Jietals and Alloys - second edition - 1963

an American Chemical Society 3£onograph So. 158, edited by F. L. LaQue and

H. S. Copson is ccapilod from the results of research ar^ testing of a

large number of research reports on the subject of corrosion by many authors.

Opinions given in this report are substantiated by these "works.

Guides to Testing -were obtained from parts of A. S. T. £. standards

A reliable reference guide to Metal Ccrrosion in soils -will be found

in two Bureau of Standards publications:

£. H. Logan, Underground Corrosion, USBS circular C 450, 1945

H. Ecmanoff, Underground Corrosion, USES circular 579, 1957
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~Whd there is in it,

no IRQFBi JXO JJSSSSa

ASSA-VTHS AND CfTK^TTSTS

2244 BROADWAY

DENVER, COLO. 80201 August IS, 1573

Bureau of Lasd HanagBccat, B-240 Contract So, OS? Order So, 2A530-J5S-655

Part 3» (second part) (pacts 6)

A. Consider each ccnbinaticn la an acid type soil with a p3 of 4*3

B. Caaade? each ccnMnation in an akkalina type soil with a pH of S.S

G. Consider each ccahjaatian is salt water.

Shich ccnhtnaticn wuld be better in terns of corrosion resistance ?

Soils of any given p3 nay occur with-aTrery 2arga nunber cfvarying

salts-contents-end condltiona. For those tests the pH 4.3 ^sW^-h selected

contained by weight IS aagnesim sulphate, 22 Jt^Hrq Acetate and Acetic

acid to produce the proper pH valna.

The p2 8^ solution chosen contained 23 gagnealun sulphate, 22 sodiua tt-

carbcnate aid sufficient eodinn carbcnste to produce the proper p3 Tains.

A 205 scdiua chlorida "Salt solution waa used.

Testa wera conducted in covered beakers for 73 days or 2/5 year, -

The corrosion action was accelerated sccss^iat hf holding the tecparatura

to 100 to 210 degrees Farenheit. 100 ce. cf solution was used to cover

the natal ssnples. The solutions vera changed weekly. The pH was checked

ercry second day and adjusted if needed, the 200 ce voluna was caintained.

Twice each vcai, 2nd and 5th day, 20 drops of 3% hydrogen pernrf.de were

added for asygsn rsplenLshsent ccaparing to near surface scS. conditions.

Solutions wra DOT agitated to cccpara with sell conditions.

Ss=pls3 ware wiped clean and welched befora testing for corrosion.

Tha natural outside orfdised surfaces were not destroyed, while the cut-off

ends vers aired for two cars." id
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Assavttrs and Ofe-mists

2244 BROADWAY

DENVER, COLO. 80201 August IS, 1978

Bureau cf Land Hanageaent, D-140 Contract Ho. CK? Order No. ZJL530-EHS-655

Part 3. (second part) (page 7)

After the 73 day corrosion period had elapsed, samples were brushed dean

Kith nylon bristle toothbrush, dipped in acetic add solution as needed,

then dried and weighed for loss of wdght.

The sanples used were "A" (A is from part 3 - first part) copper coated

steel rod sections, approzicatdy 5/S inch danater by 1 inch long with sted

exposed at each end; These tests of °A° show what happens after the copper- -

coating is braached; The copper coating -is near-O.-O50 inch thick.

«Bfl sanples are duminna rod about 1 inch long, 5/8 inch diasiater

threaded inside to recdre a 3/S inch stainless sted screw (or stud bolt)

1 1/3 inches long ^14 turned into the duninum rod 1/2 inch.

BCB sanples consist of 2 inch long pieces of 5/S inch Type 316 Stainless

Sted rod and a ring cf bronse (cap) about 2/3 inch long and 1 inch 0. D.

placed around the sted rod.

The "corrodon rates8 are expressed in "apy3 or tails per year.

One mil equals 0.001 inch.

CQHE0SI0K TESTS - BSSU1TS '

pH 4.3 PH 8.8

A Sted 1,293.- npy 10.23 &PT

A Copper 1. to 2. nsy 1. mpy

Ucte: The copper dissolved in the pH 8.8 test deposits tightly on the sted

surfaces as a greenish basic copper carbonate partially protecting the

steel fron further corrosion, '."here not protected the steel -was pitted

to a deoth" of 12 to 15 thousandths inch in the 73 days.
'

V 45

2C^ Sdt solution

42.64 iu.uy -,

2.-3- npy (estimated)
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THE COLORADO ASSAYING COMPANY,
(InssrpwKad)

ASSAYED A^-Q d=n^VTTSTS

2244 BROADWAY
-Whau&trahzaz, DENVER, COLO. 80201 August IS, 1978no mart, no Itaef

3*1**

Bureau of Laud Haaagaaeafc , 9-040 Contract Wo. 02> Order No. ^530-FE3-655

Part 3- (second part) (page S)

C0HS0SIC2J TESTS - 2ESUITS coat.

& !*~3 FH 8.S 20* Salt Sol.

B
" iSs^St. °*°55ffiS7 0.0135 my 0.05 apy

Hote: -ae screw (or stud bolt) portion inside the aluainua rod- in the
pH 4.3 solution showed slight pitting of the o.d. threads. probably
one to exclusion of ccsygea bj built-un- corrosion -products froa thealumnua -and frca the reducing- acid, allowing the stainless steel
to beccae "active3 .

B. Aluainua (12.35 any) *
(I.78 apy) (7.63 apy)

Note: The adla per year corrosion rate is neaningiess for the aluciaun rod.
33m corrosion -was in the fora of severe pitting. Pitting -was sore
severe near the ends of the rod pieces and near the steel screw areas.

The rod in pH 4.3 sol. had pits up to 40 and 75 thousandths inch deeo
per the 73 days - equal to a possible 0.375 inch uer year.
All of the outer surface -was lightly corroded.

The rod in the pH 8.3 sol. had pits in the 0.Q30 to 0.035 inch denth
per the 73 days.
The outside original surface of the rod showed traces of shallow pitting.

The rod in salt solution had pits up to 0.025 inch deep oer 73 days.
About one-fourth of the original outside surface was corroded away.

C Type 316 0.0074 mjy 0.0125 apy 0.0193 nry
St. St. rod

C. Bronze Hing 53.74 spy 0.632 any 3.15 =y
frca Cap -

"otes: Hone of the 316 stainless steel rods showed evidence of pitting
during this 73 day test. They probably vrould eventually ,

Ccrrcsion of the 2rcn=e was soasvhat uneven, but general.
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. p*es. - C£s. Me. H. C. PHILLIPS. SCCkcta.t

THE COLORADO ASSAYING COINIPANY
(Incorporated)

ASSAYEKS AND Ch-E?VTT5TS_

2244 BROADWAY
OUR MCTTO»—

-myites £»««. DENVER, COLO. 80201 August IB, I97S
no mors, no Iszx"

Bureau of Land Management, D-1A0 Contract Ho. (XI? Order Ho. 2A530-PH&-655

Part 3. (second part) (page 9)

C0ES0S2DS HESLSTANCE - Summation:

A: pH 4.3 soil condition is rapidly destructive to the copper coated steel

rod after the copper cover is breached in any way. The Copper

is about 0.050 inch thick and will afford protection for a

limited number -of years.

The Aluminum -rod trill be rapidly.,corroded-sway,---mostly_by pitting.-

_

The 316 type stainless steel rod is far more corrosion resistant •

under these lightly acid soil conditions.

The bronse cap is subject to chemical corrosion if "wetted by or
in

submerged/an acid soil.

3j pH 8.8 soil condition •will corrode the copper-steel pin ft^ the aluminum

rod at a moderate rate.

The corrosion rate of the type 316 stainless steel rod is extremely

low and the bronze cap is corroded at a low rate.

The type 316 stainless steel rod and bronse cap combination

is much superior for corrosion resistance under this basic soil

condition.

C: Salt In a salt solution, the copper coated steel will be fairly slowly

corroded until the copper is breached, then corrosion of the steel

is rapid.

The aluminum rod suffers fairly raoid destruction due to severs

pitting corrosion.
47
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LiiK COi-OIIADO ASSAYING COrviPAXY
(Inax-poratad)

2244 BROADWAY

DENVER, COLO. 80201 August IS, I978
"Whet there is in. it,

no mors* no LczKiJ*

Bureau of Land l^nagement, D-140 Contract No. 02? Order No. Ii53CWH3-c55
Past 3. (second part) (paga 2X3)

^ t7Pe 3U ^^l»as steel rod shc*s a high resistance to salt

solution corrosion and is the most corrosion resistant under

these conditions. The bronze cap is only moderately resistant

to salt
' corrosion.

Sea uatar is reported to be less destructive to most netals than

a sodiua chloride solution.

Tjpe 316 stainless steel is reported to -hare-high-resistance to-
sea *ster corrosion, however, some pitting Mill eventually occur.

COSSKT

Soils of pH 4.3 and 3.3 under natural conditions can be reasonably expected
to cause netal corrosion at a significantly lover rate than the rates shc*a
by this test series. Soils of pH 4-5 to 8.5 are generaly much less corrosive

and aluminum rod should have fairly good resistance to corrosion xithin this
range.

Every variation in soil composition, temperature, =oistur3 content, solution

circulation, presence of unusual foreign materials, ozygen levels, etc.

contribute to varying corrosion rates.' Sach different metal, alloy and

physical makeup of a metal or alloy may experience different corrosion rates

in the same envirionaent.

2espectful!y submitted,

2S COLCZADO aszxzh;g COLPAKX
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IV Standard Galvanized Iron Monument Report

Zinc Coated Alloyed Iron Monument.

Field Report from Yuma,- Arizona—

*S-





While running tests for the various rod materials used in Alaska, an

interesting side light occurred that was felt worthy of mentioning in

this report.

On May 5th, 1973, Mr. Marlln Livermore, and Mr. H. Petersen, Cadastral

Survey Department D-130, brought in two standard galvanized monuments

for SSD inspection. The two markers had been installed in the Yuma,

Arizona desert in 1970. Cap identification was Lot 22, Section 29 of

Township 8 South, Range 18 W. These monuments were in deteriorated

condition. The zinc coating was almost all gone. Extensive rust covered

most of the pipe section of the monuments and extensive pitting and

erosion were evident. The brass cap looked fine and all markings could

easily be identified.

A pH test was run on a soil sample taken from one monument near the Cap

Area. The pH of this soil was pH-9 indicating a strong alkaline type

soil condition.

Conclusion: If galvanized iron monuments are used in strong basic type

soils, they must be concrete filled. Stainless steel type 316 should

also be considered for use in this type soil.
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- Test Result Summary -

y*

.I

Activity

Acid Test
Colorado Assay

Alkaline Test
Colorado Assay

Salt Test Assay
Colorado Assay

Informal BLM
Salt Test

'«ight of Material

Stainless
Steel

Type 316

.0074 mpy*

.0125 mpy

.0198 mpy

No evidence
of corrosion

Aluminum
Alloy

Currenty Used

12.35 mpy

1.78 mpy

7.63 mpy

Extensive
Pitting

Copper Coated
Steel

Discontinued

5/8" Rod - 1.04/ft 5/8" Rod - .368/ft
Sp. G. - 7.8 Sp. G. - 2.7

copper - 1.5 mpy
steel - 1,293 mpy

copper - 1.0 mpy
steel - 10.23 mpy

copper - 2.5 mpy
steel - 42.6 mpy

Uniform corrosion
of steel

5/8" Rod - approx.
l#/ft

Cost of 5/8" Bar
Stock per foot

Melting Points
approx.

How to locate
Monument *

$1.60/foot
Jessop Co.

Washington, Pa

$.60/foot
Reynolds Aluminum
Denver, Colorado

2650 F 1150* F
Note: Common Bronze
melting point
approx. - 1800° F

Metal Detector
(Magnet should be
installed in cap)

Metal Detector
(magnet reqd. in

cap)

S1.28/foot
Crown Metal

Wyano, Pa

copper - 1980* F

steel - 2750° F

Metal Detector
only

*mpy - mils per year corrsion rate, (one mil equals 0.001 inch)
** Cost does not include screws or machining operations.
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Referencs- Material

Statements --_•
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Reference Material

:

During the course of this study, SSD found interesting information in a

textbook for metal uses entitled "Engineering Metallurgy" written by Dr.

Bradley Stoughton, Ph. B., B.S., D. Eng., Former Dean of Engineering,

Lehigh University; Mr. Allison Butts, A.B., S.B., Head Department of

Metallurgical Engineering, Lehigh University; and Mr. Ardrey Bounds,

B.S., M.S., Chief Metallurgist, Superior Tube Company.

Reference to Aluminum, Page 284.

"The resistance -of aluminum to weathering or corrosion is due to

the protective action of the superficial film of oxide (Al
2 q3 )

which forms and prevents the action from penetrating deeper. and

progressing into the metal. A film so thin as to be invisible is

sufficient to arrest further oxidation under ordinary conditions.

In the presence of chlorine or salt water, however, the film may

be broken down and corrosion may result."

Reference to Stainless Steel, Page 237.

"The "outstanding characteristic of the stainless steels is their

ability to form an oxide film, usually invisible, which acts as a
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constant protection against further corrosion of the underlying

metal In contrast to the films on ordinary steel, the

film is quite stable, extremely tough and continuous, and very

adherent. If this film, basically composed of chromium oxide, is

broken by scratching, abrasion, or chemical action, it re-forms

quickly and continues its protective action."
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VI. Conclusions:

This study has concentrated primarily on three materials. Aluminum

alloy currently being used, copper coated steel rod that has been

discontinued, and stainless steel Type 316 which is a new material

to be considered for use. In this brief study, the following con-

clusions have been reached:

1. Aluminum Alloy - 5063 - T6

The current .aluminum alloy monument being used is a good

monument; . however, there arp some disadvantages with using

this markerv

A. The marker will not last well in salt environments

or possibly strong acid soils.

B. The marker has a low melting point - approximately

1150* F.

C. The marker should not be used in any soils containing

copper.

D. If the Alaskan Copy Center manufactured cap is used, it

should have a small air relief hole-drilled into the

cap sleeve. ~

E. The "aluminum rod bends easily.
"
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2. Copper Coated Steel Rod (Copperweld)

- Discontinued Monument -

Laboratory tests showed that this material does not hold up

well in salt environments or acid environments. It should he

further painted out that the National Geodetic Survey has dis-

continued the use of this monument. On the other hand, all

surveying personnel contacted seemed to like the material

and had not witnessed any problems with the monument. The

U.S. Geological.. Survey still uses the copperweld rod.

3. Stainless Steel Type 316 - A new material being considered

for use.

This material is believed to be superior to both

aluminum and copperweld in resisting corrosion. S.S. 316

is protected over a wider pH range and can be used

over a wide range of temperatures. 'These alloys are

highly resistant to many acids, including hot and cold

nitric acid. They have excellent toughness at temperatures

as low as liquid_heJium (- 452)* F. and are useful for

parts subjected _to severe .stress, .at elevated .temperatures.
"
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Reference: Mark's Handbook for Mechanical Engineers,

Seventh Edition. Stainless Steel Type 316 would be stronger

than the aluminum rods and would resist bending better.

The attachment screws could be the same metal as the

rod sections and eliminate dissimilar materials. For

this reason the drive point currently being used with

the aluminum rod could be eliminated. The first rod

section could have only a sharpened point. Although

the cold rolled bar is slightly magnetic, the permanent

magnet 1/4" x 1/2" currently being used with -the "aluminum- -

cap, should be continued.
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The following disadvantages are mentioned:

1. If the standard brass cap* is used, thera would be dissimilar

materials where the cap is attached to the rod. Since brass

and bronze are high in copper content, reference is given to

the attached report prepared by the 8ureau of Standards. The

coupling of stainless steel to brass or bronze is not expected

to present a problem.

2. Stainless Steel Type 316~4s heavier than aluminum.

Specific Weight Weight of 5/8" Rod

Gravity. lbs/ft3 per linear foot
;

Aluminum 2.7 165 0.368 lbs

Stainless Steel 7.8 489 1.04 lbs

The cap submitted for testing was supplied by the Alaskan State

Office. Colorado Assay refers to this cap as bronze; however, 8LM

refers to it as brass. Both bronze and brass are high copper alloys.
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3. Stainless Steel Type 316 is more expensive than aluminum or

copper coated steel.

Aluminum 5/8 " Bar Stock - $0.50 per foot.

Copper-weld 5/8" Bar Stock - SI .28 per foot.

S.S. - 316 5/8" Bar Stock - $1.50 per foot.

Recommendations

:

The aluminum rod monument currently-being used is a good material for

resisting corrosion and -has added advantages -of light -weight and low

cost. In spite "of these-conditions,'howeverr~5SD recommends replacing.1=r

the monument with a new Type 316 stainless steel material. This alloy

has better corrosion resistant properties than aluminum and remains

within an economical price range. The rod diameter and length should

remain the same as currently used. The proposed rod sections should

be attached by screws of the same material (SS - 316) and the drive

point presently being used could be eliminated. Although a stainless

steel Type 316 cap would be preferred, the standard brass rod cap could

be used satisfactorily. Ref: Bureau of Standards report concerning

stainless steel coupled with high- copper- alloys,-Pages _51 - 55. Rod-caps_

should be designed so that pressure is relieved from the cavity above .

the rod, when the cap is driven into position. A small hole drilled
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into the cap sleeve near the cap flange would satisfy this requirement.

The cap locating magnet should continue to be used.

It is believed that the Increased life afforded by the proposed monument

should justify the added weight and cost.

In conclusion, S.S.D. feels that monumentation study should be a con-

tinuing effort. BLM should continue to search for better materials

to upgrade and improve Cadastral Survey monuments.

t
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The Galvanic Coupling of Some Stainless Steels

to Copper — Underground*

E. ESCALANTS and W. F. GSHHOLD
Nation*/ Bureau of Standard*. Washington, D. C

On tits underground a*xr at S widely differing dtas mar* mads of

2SCr-&SMi, Type 304 (18Cr-8tifl and Type 409 flam Slno 11 Cr

ferridci coupled m commardsiff puis copper. Galimnie current

MS mere mads erer 3 to 4 years tod retrieved atmekostm mars

examined in the laboratory. Whan exposure condition* mads Cu

anodte to die ttaintan. local corrosion mat minimised. Pttana

occurred on terns stainless specimens at same ates. Type 409 pined

mors man ethsr alloys and coppsr mat camodtcally protactsd by

ttainlaa in toms oust. Oilorids-conaining. poorly aerated soii*

(400-15^00 ohm cmj in a tidai marxh caused greatest attack. Co

lost 3 milt and pits formsd mars 1 to S milt damp: 4Q3 perforated

and lost 30% waVjnT at ona tits and other alloysat tits ate pittad ta

last tiian 30 milk Data mtScata no tnarasss in attack on stainless —
ttaahi coupled to Cu oust dtat on uncoupled specimens in

en vij onmanoL

LABORATORY STUDIES have indicated that, 'm general. the

galvanic coupling of Rainless steel IO copper is not detrimental to

tha itainlcst ileal.
1

Sine* underground applications for stainless

•Prewnied during Corrosion/75, Aoril 14-12. 1975, Toronto,

Ontario. Canaca.

swat are increasing, questions, about in durability when coupled

ceppar soil haw* costs raised. This paper is primarily concemaa1 w
the effects on tha undarground corrosion of three types of staini

stasis when cslvanicauy coupled to copper.;

Materials

Tha three types of stainless steals, used in the anneal

condition, chosen for this study are listed in Table 1. T
26Cr-6.5Ni alloy "a a two phase stainless steal—lerrite plus eutteni

Type 304 sustenitic stainless steal at a more conventional iSCr-S

alloy with many industrial and household applications. Type ACS

a single phase ferrttie alloy with a chromium content of Wss th

11%. -

Commercially pure copper in the as-redled condition was us

for making the galvanic couplaB.

Soils

The six tesr sites chosen far this study were representative

soils found throughout the United States, and are listed in Tible

A brief description of the sites follows:

• Sits A — A semi-end region located in the northwestern pi

of the United States. The soil is alkaline, of volcanic ash origin. j

normally has a high resistivity. The resistivity value listed in T»i>«

Reprinted from MATERIALS PERFORMANCE. Vol. 14. No. 10. pp. !6-:0 (!97S) Octobo-

Copymshl 1975 by the National Association of Corrosion. Engineers. 2*00 West Loop South, Houston. Texai
01
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VUtor SlMma. %

Stainless Sim! Cr Ni C Mn Ti N

"SCr-6.SNi

Aiioy

Type 304
Type 409

2&S
13.2

> 10.75

6.2

OS
031

0.01S

0.043

0.053

0.49

1J
0.47 0.60

bsl.

bel.

bel.

mb ineuaured "e» wsMsr-cMMratBd soil. leading w ** afcncmnsliy 3*»»

• sta Q — Looted lit the eastern cart of the United States,

Tha tea is * well aerated and loam which suppcra an abundant

growth of vegetKaDM.

• st» C - A large day P»* "» *»"• ground. Tha soil « a pocrry

aerated, acid eiav, located about 100 meters from tha ocean. Tha

resistivity at dm sits is tote throughout tha year.

• Sta O — Located • {aw hundred maters from tha ocean. Tha

sail is composed ai a well aerated, acid sand whose rerastmiy is tha

highest of ail the sins.

• Sta E — Lootad about 60 meters from tha ocaan. Tha sand

in this sits at of neutral pH and is under water only during

abnormally high tides.

• Sta G — Located beside tha mouth of a stream leading into

tha Chesapeake Say. Tha land is a poorly aerated, acid tidal marsh

where the characteristic odor of hydrogen sulfide can often be

detected when die soil is disturbed.

Exparimentai Procedure

Specimen Preparation

Stainless itaei specimen* sheared from 1.3 mm sheet were

wppiied by several cornparwe. Those Jpecdmmsa to be goivanicanV -

.-oupied to cooper wera cut to 2J5 cm by 3SL3 cm scrips, whereas

theaa that were to serve as noncoupled eentrohi ware provided in

203 cm by 305 cm panels. Insulated 14 gauge <2 mm diameter}

nranesd COpO*** wire was soldered through a 0J2 cm hole near one

end of At strip specimen. The joint wee men coated with csai ear

•oeury. The stainless steal panels hed no provision for electrical

corneal, sine* they were used as noncoupled Control* for weight leas

analysis. These panels went weighed to within 2 rrxlUgrams before

and after burial Surfsca preparation of the stainless steal consisted

of decreasing in trichlereathyiena vapor, then pessmating in 30% by

volume concencretsd (87%) nitric acid at 60 C for 25 minutes. This

was followed by rinsing in wstar and air drying

Copper sheet 1.3 cm in thickness wee sheared to 2.S cm by 3fX5

em strips for d» couples, making the area ratio 1:1. Insulated 14

gauge wire wee soldered to the copper at > point midway between

me ends of the specimen. Again, as at all contact joints, the area was

coated with coal tar epoxy.

Exposure
Four specimens of each couple and control tystom were buried

K (vary test site about 30 cm apart in trenches approximately 0*3 m
deep and Q.S m wide. The strip specimens and mear corresponding

capper electrodes were pieced parallel ta the trench, approximately

30 cm apart, with the electrical leads extending above ground. After

backfiring, the electrical leaps were connected to terminal xtrios on

a pan ones corresponding couples were electrically connected

together.

Secvicai Measurement:
Gaivanic current and couple potential (versus Cu-CuSOe)

determinations mi made using a solid state 2sro impedance circuit

Illustrated in ricure 1 (or the current measurements and a high

Impedance HO 1 * ohm) precision potentiometer for voltage

measurements. The half ceil was placed in a remote area (approxi-

mately IS m awwyj and snieioed (rem light to minimue photo-

esiav armrr <r

umjra *a

HGURS 1 — Zero impedance current amplifier.

potential effoca.

Dace were gathered at. aach sita at regular intervals with that

initial measurements made within 48 hours of bursas. Swept for

Sits A. IMCeeaatee determinations were) made at 4 month intervals

for the first 2 years, and then rjrw cttwicB.eyeBr theraafter as time

permitted. At Sta A. measurarnarrts were usually made once a year.

Soil reaisthritias were also de termined regularly at tha sitas using a

4-jin Wenner bridge,
2
with the exception of Site A where a Shepard

wes usstsL

October. 1S75
62

Examination
At the end of the exposure period, the specimens were

excavated and resumed to the laboratory where they were deemed

with tap water and visually examined in order to observe any

significant effects that might be obliterated by tha final cleaning

process. This last uaaament consisted of ultresorucally cleaning the

stainless steal in a 10% mttic acid bath at 50 C for 30 minuses,

followed by rinsing in wetar and air drying. The rainless steal

specimens went then visually examined thoroughly. The control

specimens were weighed to determine weight less.

Results and Discussion

In order to develop a better understanding of the effect of

gsfvenically coupling copper to stainless steal, the results will be

presented in three parts. Tha first part will describe the results en

the noncoupled panels. This will be followed by a section on the

effect of the copper on the stainless steal strips as compared to the

noncoupled panel*,. Finally, the observed effects on the gaivanicalry

coupled copper will be discussed.

Noncoupled Stain/ess Specimens *

Because corrosion of the stainless steel sheet wes generally not

uniform over the surface, it '« difficult to describe with one

measurable quantity. Therefore, measured terms such as electro-

chemical data, weight loss, and depth of attack are tabulated along

with pertinent visual observations. In addition, pnote-grapns of the

specimens arm included for more complete characterization.

The weight loss determinations and visual observations for tfJe

ncncoupled stainless steel panels are listed in Table X The most

severely attacked panels from eacn ryttem and site are shown as

Figure Z From these, it is clear that me r5C--6.=Ni stainless steel
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FIGURE 2 — Nonecupied stainless staei control panels. Top: 2SCx-6.5Ni allay. 3 year exposure;

midsla: Type 204. 4 yaar npoiun; and bottom: Type 409, 4 yaar exposure. Sites: A, 3. C. 0. E. and

G.
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^APPWUWW waigns (" easea OH «wwl oanratioa. AS <Kft« Tafc4e<2S weight last mBxinum.

alley suffsrsd Usda corrosion during, th* 3 yoar exposure, i*. is also -

apparent that Types 304 and *QS underwent consider*©!* damaea in. '
*

4 years at SJws C E, and S located neBf-m* raa. The dssmega-on—

—

<

Type 30* -at SJrtB E is net rsadiry vfsibl* in Figure 2. However, gdgg — .

turmoiirsg extends into th* sheas for 5 or 6 em. Stainless naat-Typa

409 was perforated at every sit* with th* exception of Sta 8 (a wail

aerated loam}, where 0.1 mm i5 mil) pits dawaicpad.

Coupled Stainless Specimens

Th* resulB on th* rainless steel strips gaivanicairy cuiuwctad to

eoppaf ara listed in Tadl* 4. Figur* 3 display* th* meat severely

damaged sta«nl«M rwrai strips from sad) system and srta. Analysis erf

mo d*ctroeh*rr»cri potential data erf tna coup!* dTsdcsas mat •

potential by itself is a poor oxSsator erf tna stata of th* corrosion

action. Soft
1 dtmemiaks such as th* aegraw o* aeration, chemicsi

esnttituano. nBtswnty. ate. can vmt so mucn fras on* location ta

mother that the natura erf tha reactions which affaet tha potantW

are drastieallv modifiad.
4 Tna galvanic currant, however, denotes

the rata or exieauisn cr reduction taking pisea at the aiactrodas. In

TaUa 4. a ntgaant currant incScatas that, on the average, stainless

nasi was cathodic to copper, and thus, receiving tome electro*

chemical protection. Tha magnitude erf the current gives a measura

oi the degree or protection cr deterioration that can be expected. In

addition to the chemical reaction on the surface of the electrodes

brought about by mo garvenic coupling, secondary reactions not

directly related ta me couple are also taking place. TTiese are the

results of loess colls that can form on an individual eiecgoda.-ln —
some imnncas. them local ceil reactions am tha causa erf. a Urga -_

fraction of the observed corrosion. Hcwtw. » the galvanic couet*

impresses a sufficiently large current density, then, mesa local calls

can be overridden, as is normally tha case with cathodic protection.

From Table 4 it a evident that where the current is negative,

little or no attack occurred on the stainless steel. With a positive

current, soma form of corrosion took place. The onfy notacsa
.

.xcaption is the 26Cr-S.SNi alloy at Site £ when, me averaga

current was nepstive. In this case, the stainless «ed did pit under

:he solder. This corrosion under the solder suggests that the contact

was poor, resulting in «n inaccurate cufT-nt determination for that

crimen." Of the coupled stainless saecimens. me 2SO--6.5N! alloy

Type 3D* developed less corrosion than me Type -*C9. """* an °»

seen in Figure X The elfect of copper on corrosion of me stainless

54

steal was smell. Them was no doer indication that tha coppi

adversaty arfoctad tha stainless ataes "m any ease. Howevar. them

evidenco that Jfta copper protected tha. stainless .steal _m a_f»

inssancas. For axampia, th* uneouplacl Typa-304- stainless -ste*

panel underwent deep edge tunneling attack t Sites C and E whic

was not observed on the same material when coupled to eopp*»

Similarly. Type 409 control panels eteveloped pits at SJia 3 whic

warn not found on tha strips coupled to ceppe*. Thcne effects ea

ba confirmed by comparing Tables 3 end 4.

Coupled Capper Specimens
Th* visual observations noted on th* copper llectrocas a

1'istsd in Tab!* 5. From Tabi* 4. it waa observed that as th* potenti

of tha galvanic coupl* becomea mora noes* (mora positive

corrosion of tha copper increasad. Tha galvanic coupl* potentials

SJta 3 w»ra around ?ero and causae) th* most ctarresion asen on tf

coppaj In ail coses, eserosaon on th* copper was low and

estimated to be less than 1* loss "« weight in th* worst insane

Th* observed corrosion for the copper was the lowest in those ca»

where the couple potential was most negativ*. In these srtuatior

th* copper wes often cathocQcaity protoctad by the stainless stei

Th* corrosion of copper when connected to stainless steel wes laa

at Sita Q.

Summary and Conclusions

Tha effect on corrosion of gsivanicaily coupling copper

26Cr-S.SNi alloy. Type 304. and Typ* 409 stainless steel was ana

Thera was no observable incraese in corrosion of the csxiol-

itainiess ssaeJ compared to the same material uncoupled at any

tha S sites after 3 or 4 year exposure. In fact, the evidenca is met

soma instances, copper protected the stainless steel. In general, r

highest deterioration of the stainless steel was observed at Srtes C.

and G which are chloride-containing soils. In addition. Sites C and

are poorly aerated. The corrosion effects of me coupled ccoc

were minimal, but increased as its potential became more noble.
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FIGURE 3 — Coupled minims steal strips. 2SCr-S.5Hi ailery—3-yaor aapceur*. Types 304 and 409—4 ."

TABLE S — Visusi Results'
1
' of Copper Connected to Stainless Steel

SteO SiteE

Site A SmB SteC Wiidwood Wiidwood sstsC

System Materia) Washington Loch Raven Cap* May (Dry Sand) mstSand) Patuxant

42»> Copp<W I0OMMRBQ
n 2SCr-&5Ni Alloy)

slight duster

aching (< 1 mil)

pitted

(5 mil)

gen. corrosion

(3mii>

991T. CO<TC3lOA

(2 mi))

gen, corrosion

(2 mil)

exchod

« 1 mH\

91 (3) Cooper MOIOTMBM
to SS Type 204)

etched S law

pro (2 mil)

pitted

(5 mil)

OSKV. COfTOWOn

{3ma)
9©?!. cotTUeuon

Qmi)
^on. cotTonon

d mil) Kl miO

92<3> Coppcf ICOniMCtOQ

teSSTypt4G9l
etched

«1 mil)

pitted

(Smil)

gen. corrosion

(2mii)

gen. corrosion

?2rr»i)

9cn. corroswn

(1 mil)

etched

t< 1 mfl)

">1 mU
'2 h"hre«
(3,Four y

0.023 mm.
ear exposure.

ear exposure.
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